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Safety suggestions
put in effect-Shaffer
By Terry Cochraa
Issue Editor
A series of recommended campus
safety department changes made this
summer by an outside consultant have
for the most part been put into effect,
according to Dale F Shaffer, chief of
campus safety.
The consultant. California State
Colleges Security Coordinator Marvin L.
Harrington, made his investigation in
July at the request of President Hollis A
Moore Jr.
Moore called for a consultant soon
after the resignations of former
assistant director of security. William C.
Steinfurth. and former director of
security, James K. Saddoris.
The investigation also came in the
wake ol changes recommended in yearend reports last spring from Dr. Otto
Bauer, assistant vice-president of
student affairs, and Shaffer.

Rustic
scene

A ramshackle shock, ivy-coveted decaying walls and fallen barbwire fence combine to
Croat* this imago of dying nature and approaching winter

Trustees approve loan
for Student Development
By Harold Brown
AMI. Maaagiif Editor
A loan of $175,000 from the Current
Auxiliary Fund Group to the Current
General Fund to provide funds for the
Student Development Loan Program
was approved yesterday by the
University board of trustees.
The loan program was set up in June,
1970 to assist students from minority
groups. During the first year of the
program, $50,000 was made available
through the Student Financial Aids
Office
The full 1175,000 has been loaned to 284
qualifying students this year. The loans
are to be repaid by the students and the
money returned to the Current Auxiliary
Fund group.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT Dr.
if oil is A. Moore Jr. told the trustees that
the appropriation bill passed by the State
Senate would reduce state subsidy to the
University by $1 4 million It would also
cause a reduction of one-half million
dollars in tuition income by limiting the
tuition level to f 185 per quarter, he said.
At Its Aug. 28 meeting, the board
approved a tuition charge of 8200 per
quarter, the maximum allowed in House
Bill 475 as passed last summer. A
Senate-House compromise committee is
currently working out a compromise
budget measure and lawmakers are
uncertain as to when it will be presented
to the legislature.
Dr. Moore said the University would
not face a cash flow problem until the
next calendar year because of Income
from student fees and minimal faculty
expenses during the 1971 summer term.

A RANDOM SURVEY conducted last
$32,908 FOR RELOCATION and
remodeling of Commons West Dining week shows most student complaints
room for Campus Safety. 811.000 for center around the Food Service coupon
moving the Student Development office, system, Kruse said. "Long lines, cold
and $17,500 for air conditioning of food, high prices and budget busting
athletic offices under the east stands of seem to be the biggest problems."
He said the survey also showed an
Perry Field.
Mark Kruse, student representative to increased interest in the Greek System
The board also learned the doctoral
the board of trustees, reported there has
been a definite change in the attitudes of program in sociology has received
students this fall and told the board not preliminary accreditation from the
to worry about possible incidents North Central Association of Colleges
involving damage to University and Secondary Schools.
This is the University's sixth doctoral
property.
"The interest in protests is down," program.
Also approved by the board was the
Kruse said, "because many students are
awaiting the outcome of the trials of the establishment of the Department of
Nursing in the College of Arts and
so-called BG 19."
Kruse also said drug usage on campus Sciences. Twenty people are enrolled in
is increased over previous years and the program which began this quarter.
The four-year nursing deg: ee program
added that drugs are in use among all
was approved last May in conjunction
factions on the campus.
"Action should be taken but don't with the Medical College of Ohio in
expect a symposium and handouts to Toledo. Instruction Is divided between
Bowling Green and the Medical College
solve the problem." Kruse said.

"MOST OF THE consultant's
recommendations confirmed what
Bauer. Saddoris and 1 had already asked
for. and just gave my requests more
emphasis." Shatter said.
The consultant's report suggested
moving the security department to a
more central campus location with
larger office space and a better
appearance
The department has already moved
from Us former Williams Hall offices to
a location above Commons Dining Hall.
Harrington's report also suggested the
continuing education of campus security
officers. According to Shaffer, 12
officers have completed or are now
taking a 400 hour officer training course
in Columbus, one officer has completed a
160 hour fire training course and two are
in a ten week firearms training program.
"In addition, eight or nine department
members attend academic classes either
here or at other universities," Shaffer
said
THE REPORT also made the
following major revision proposals:
-Providing procedural manuals for
members of each of the three newly
created branches of campus security
(Patrol Division. Services Division and
Investigation Division I. Shaffer said
such manuals have been published and
distributed, spelling out individual
duties.
-Having campus security report to
new vice-president of operations, rather
than to the student affairs office as last
year. Shaffer explained he now does
report to the vice-president, J Claude
Scheuerman, and also now sits in on
campus budget meetings.
-Forming better relations with city
police Contacts with the Bowling Green
police force were made and
disagreements settled, according to
Shaffer.

-Raising police salaries to equal those
paid in surrounding agencies. Shaffer
said he is forced to hire a patrolman at
about $6,500 per year, whereas Toledo
could start the same man for $9,500. As a
result, a recommendation regarding
upgrading of pay scales has been sent to
the proper channels.
-Revising rules and regulations
guidelines. Shaffer explained this has
been carried out. and involves basically
"conduct. aDpearance and general rules
on chain of command."
--Retaining weapons for officers and
providing proper training in their use.
Campus patrolmen carry guns and
receive training through the officers
training program in Columbus, he said
-Providing a gray and black blazer
uniform for non-patrol personnel Five
officers now wear the uniform, including
an investigator, the services
commander, Shaffer and two safety
officers.
-Hiring two full-time fire prevention
officers. Shaffer said two such men have
been hired, and their general duties
include building inspections, fire drills
and investigation of personal injury
accidents.

HE SAID IN the past there has been
little outside assistance on drug
violations The Metro Unit was created
this summer, and according to Shaffer,
concentrates solely on the drug situation
Shaffer said the department is
considering holding an open house in the
latter part of the academic school year
upon completion of the safety
HARRINGTON'S report also included department's new offices.

Quality top priority
for Campus Safety
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice president the Kent security force has tripled, he
for operations, named his top priority explained
This has resulted in a heavy financial
regarding the Campus Safety
Department as "upgrading the quality burden on their educational budget, he
rather than the quantity" of the said
Scheuerman said he doesn't have any
department
Scheuerman, administrator in charge immediate plans for filling the positions
of the safety department, said the vacated last spring by James Saddoris.
department was switched from the former securitv director, and William
jurisdiction of student affairs to that of Steinfurth. former assistant director
"I may at some future date decide to
operations on the recommendation of a
consultant report submitted last fill the director position but it isn't a
matter of either-or It is a matter of
summer.
The report suggested the operations relative emphasis." he said
office as "the most logical position to coTHE ROLE OF director is oriented
ordinate activities with other University
service departments and provide the more to external relationships such as
with the faculty, students and outside
routine service necessary "
law enforcement agencies, he said
However the report recommended that
The role of the chief, for the most part,
the safety chief maintain a close working
relationship with the student affairs is oriented toward internal altairs
concerning patrol operations,
area
investigative functions, fire safely
Scheuerman said he supports safety inspections, records and budgets, he
Chief Dale Shaffer's suggestion to
said.
upgrade the salary levels in the
Presently. Chief Shaffer is allowing
department to be more competitive with time for both internal and external
police "compensations" elsewhere.
concerns, according to Scheuerman

Coupons hold rates down
but not student gripes

they criticize.
Milliron pointed out that Bowling
Green has "by far the lowest board rates
A $20 to $25 per quarter board increase in the state." Combined costs for room
would have been necessary if the and board range from $35 more per
IN OTHER action, the board approved University had continued to operate food quarter at Ohio State and Miami
salary recommendations for 1971-72, as services this year as it was operated in Universities to $95 more per quarter at
listed in the salary book, "to the extent the past, according to A. Inghram the University of Toledo.
Youngstown University is the only
permitted by law, with the Milliron, director of Auxiliary Services.
understanding that the increased
Milliron said students who complain school which has a lower combined rate.
salaries will become effective and will about not using coupons on weekends or However the board rate is still $160 and
having coupons left over should realize the room rate is lower, Milliron said.
be paid as soon as legally possible."
Trustee Charles Shanklin, Columbus, that the old system would have increased
AT OHIO STATE students get all they
urged the board to take action on the payments for food across the board with
want to eat of most Items, but they are
measure to let the faculty know what no chance of selling extra coupons.
increases to expect, "even though
"The food coupon system was the only paying a lot more overall, according to
President Nixon's Phase II economic way we could keep from raising the Milliron.
Students who think coupons should be
board rate 820 to 825 per quarter," he
program is not yet clear."
The board approved several repair and said. "It gave us the option of staying at vilrl hy the book as needed should realize
the University must be guaranteed a set
improvement projects not included in the same rate."
rate of operating money In o-der to keep
the budget totalling 8178,000.
The
MILLIRON SAID he thinks the coupon a facility open and pay off the building,
projects include 85.000 for air
conditioning in the Ice Arena Lounge, system is far superior to the old system be said.
According to Milliron, problems with
88,185 for parking tot Improvements, because "it gives students a latitude they
the new system are "smoothing over, but
85.408 for parking meters. $18,000 for have not had in the past."
Students haven't learned to budget students haven't learned right now to
lounge furniture in Rodgers Quadrangle,
$59,000 for renovation of the Art annex, under the new system and many think pace themselves. There is still a push at
87,000 for dining hall parttons and stands, the prices charged are too high. Milliron 5 p.m."
He said this happens every year until
and $15,000 for Commons and Harshman said, but he added that students should
make comparisons off campus before students learn to apace themselves
serving line counters.
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter

suggestions for tighter dormitory
security and add a new lock system to
thwart larcenies.
Shaffer said such a system "would
require a tremendous amount of moneysomething we just don't have."
Although the study was conducted in
only a few days, he said he was very
pleased with the resulting proposals. He
said they were much in line with his
feelings toward needed changes
The security chief said the department
will continue this year to crack down on
larcenies It is involved in a strong effort
to keep "no parking" areas open for
emergency vehicles-even if it means
towing cars away.
Shaffer has also enlisted the aid ol the
city police force and the Metro Unit, a
newly created, federally chartered unit
of policemen from Monroe. Mich..
Lucas County and Wood County, "to
work in this area on the drug problem "

"I WOULD LIKE to take advantage of
federal funding to upgrade our radio
communications system," he said.
But he added that he has "no ambition
to duplicate what Kent State had to do."
Since the confrontations of Mav. 1970,

Scheuerman said Chief Shaffer reports
to him on a day-to-day basis. But. in the
event of a critical situation or major
policy crisis. Shaffer reports directly to
President Hollis Moore. Jr.

around classes.
Coupon handling is a problem for
Auxiliary Services because "we've got to
count them and balance them. We treat
them exactly like cash and each register,
each meal, each day must be balanced,"
Milliron said.
OTHER MAJOR PROBLEMS are the
increased selections of food and trying to
cook more food to order, Milliron said.
Too many selections may be offered at
this time, but it is too soon in the quarter
to analyze this information.
Milliron said the extended dining hall
hours allow more cooking to be done for
the needs of the line. Everything may
not be instantly available, because the
quality of most food, such as french
fries, decreases considerably with time,
he added.
Trying to regulate the botness of the
food and the length of the line may force
students to wait a little bit. he said, "but
if students demand no line, they force us
into a production pace and they won't get
as good a product."
Milliron also said waste in the dining
halls la way down trom a bussing
standpoint

Jagged
edges

AAosiacs cgn-be found in the strangeit placet. This
ariistk rock formation, crumbling with age, was
discovered underneath a vault In the cemetery

r^l/ThetG,i.w.,Fr.d«ry,Oc.el»e, 15, 1971
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all you can eat for $2.08
In a free society silence means
complacency or apathy. Since I have not
seen any articles about the new
University food service I must contend
that everyone is quite pleased. However,
If there are a few of you who aren't or
don't understand what I'm talking about,
freshman for Instance, let me bring
some facts to your attention.
As of last year this University took the
project of providing new housing
(Offenhauer Towers) which is
commendable for it shows the foresight
of an expanding university in
accommodating its increased enrollment
of the next ten years. But in so providing
for the up coming years, the University
planners have run into the problem of
filling up the housing immediately.
They felt, "why wait to fill the
towers?" To fill the dormitories would
show the investors and interested alumni
that the students are still eager to live on
campus in their modern dormitories.
Somewhere there must be a fallacy in
this reasoning for if students wish to live
the luxurious dormitory life why must
we sign year contracts?

you can eat up to $2.06 per day." That's
right students, the University has
allotted us $2.06 per day df that stinking
cafeteria food.
Although you have a wider selection of
cafeteria food it turns out to be the same
cafeteria food that we had last year with
a slightly larger variety
My fellow students, we are right
behind the proverbial eight ball. If you
are a freshman or a sophomore you must
live on campus. If you are an on-campus
resident you must have a meal ticket and
that is where the true bastardy becomes
apprevelent.
WE ARE IN a forced situation in
which we cannot escape and the
University knows this and exploits the
facts The new food service plan is
obviously not set up to benefit the
students, but only to benefit the

University food service with evenTiigher
profits. In essence we get less food f«r a
greater cost.
What to do? I'm not a problem solver,
however, if you feel the way I do you
could begin by going to the housing office
and voicing a complaint about the
apparent screw the University has shown
you
Next file a petition to the University
senate asking for separate contracts, one
for housing and one that would be
optional for food. Therefore, if you
wanted to eat decent food we wouldn't be
forced to spend the $160.
If all else fails form .an action
committee that would co-ordinate the
students to have a mass boycott of the
food lines for two days. None of the
students would lose any money, yet this
would be the most effective plan because
it would mean the destruction of

hundreds of dollars of spoiled cooked
food.
This method would kick the University
right back where we're being kickedright in the pocket. If you don't feel
inclined to go to these extremes and yet
you are still angry, clip out this article
and send it home to your parents with a
note of objection Remember we still
control the purse strings of the
University.
In a free society silence means
complacency or apathy. You are only
one yet you can speak for a majority.
JoeKrnc
Dough Sweet
355 Kohl I'all
Fred Johnson
Gary Brown
112Bromfield

Why not sign contracts for the
particular quarter or quarters which we
intend to live on campus with options to
move off if and when we please.

ftaWt*»lotO by Slav* w

meal coupons
According to A. Inghram Milliron. director of Auxiliary
Services, the current food coupon system is better than last
year's program and the only way the University could keep from
raising the board rate $20 to $25 per quarter.
If the new system is so superior, why are students complaining
they will not have enough coupons to last them for the quarter?
Hungry students may have to pay more than $20 to $25 per quarter
just to get a few more coupons.
What will be Milliron's excuse when the board rate experiences
its annual inevitable increase next year?
Auxiliary Services should either return to the old meal ticket
system or start knock inn down the prices on the meals and letting
students decide how much they will be eating during the quarter.
Allowing an arbitrary figure of $160 to speak for students with
different schedules and eating habits is absurd.
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THE SIMPLE reason, is that the
dormitories are run as a business with
business concerns.
The University
housing office has awakened to the fact
that they can not possibly compete with
off-campus apartments. This naturally
leads one to believe that the University
would look at its own advantages and
exploit them.
One example would be food service.
This could be one of the dormitory's
most attractive inducements. Anyone
with any sense at all would want
someone else to cook for them if there
was a lot of good food catering to the
wants and demands of the students
This could even induce off campus
students to enter in the University food
plan if it represented a substantial
reduction in the cost of food.
Obviously the University housing
department either never took business
courses or the people from that
department don't eat on campus.
My personal inducement toward the
food plan was the claim of a wider
selection of good food ST fairprkeTand
all you could eat. The only promisefulfilled was that of a wider sejectiqg,
The food is no better than before, in
fact. I felt a decline from summer
quarter The prices, though lower than a
commercial establishment, are
exorbitant for a forced situation-pay as
you eat plan.
The inducement of "all you can eat"
wasn't quite clear. It should read "all

Mr(Uit<L> A*U/ to oU^p x/ o^ocli^
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let's hoar from you

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
Include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University fall.

news Lerrers
falcons score on the board
students pay for the show
I certainly pity Athletic Director Dick
Young.
Anyone who has to defend BG's
athletic department's financial situation
deserves pity.
But since he is
responsible for the present and the
future. I nave some questions and
suggestions that he. as well as the
administration might consider.
The director's statements in The News
(Oct. 13) seems to imply that
intercollegiate athletics are in absolute
necessity. Why?
If football only needs grass, and
basketball only needs baskets, why are
we financing two large concrete

gem®**-

lend a hand
At first, I couldn't understand why no
one in the immediate vicinity offered
assistance to the blind person who
knocked over the two bicycles in front of
Hayes fall Tuesday morning But now I
realize you were all too busy-staring at
her

'Wi LOST FINCHLEY AND SMITH TODAY — THIY TALKED BACK!'

Alice M.Selden
128V, W. Even

structures to surround out grass and an
expensive building to surround out
baskets?
How much student money is used for
scholarships for jocks? A lot of us work
hard to get here and I'd sure hate to
bankroll somebody else with my labor.
How much money did the University
receive from the Warriors after they
signed Thurmond, or from the Raiders
after they signed Villapiano? Or are we
paying for a four-year training camp for
the pros?
Why haven't we seen an athletic
department budget?
I'm sure the
students would be interested and I
imagine The News would publish it. if it
were provided. Or would it be too
embarassing to be printed?
AS FOR suggestions, try these:
-Free general admission football
tickets for all students for all games, and
give all the general admission basketball
tickets to students on a first-come firstserve basis.
-Give all students a 30 to 40 per cent
discount on reserve and season tickets,
and give free admission to the ice arena
for skating.
-Use some of the student money which
goes to the jock fund to improve the
somewhat hopeless main auditorium.

-Make all capital improvements for
athletics subject to student referendum.
I realize that this letter will probably
have as much influence as a portable fan
in a hurricane, but something needs to be
said.
The American education system's
myth of jock superiority is dying, and a
lot of checkbooks are dying to be relieved
of paying for the jocks and then paying
more to see the results.
Tom Ealey
Art & Sciences

so they say
Rev. Mary A. Silver of Springfield Ohio
celebrated her 116th birthday "sometime
In October."
"What da yea mean do I still preach?
Coarse I still Breach. Nethmg wreag
with my voice. Yaa're bearing me ahft

Th. M N.W., Friday, Otl«Wt 15, »71 /Fag. 3

Prof offers China plan
United Nations recognition
of the Communists as the
legal government of China and
the establishment of an
independent Formosa should
be two policy goals of the
United States, according to
Dr Edward lie Chen,
assistant professor of history
and chairman of the Asian
studies program
Dr Chen, a native of
Formosa, said he is intentlv

watching the events regarding a "dictatorship by minority
the seating of the Peoples rule."
Republic
imainlandi
The Formosan government
government in the UN.
is primarily composed of
K'e said he is mostronrerned Chinese who fled from the
that Formosans.. now living mainland at the time of the
under Nationalist rule, be Communist takeover in the
given the chance to determine late 1940s
Dr Chen believes the UN
their own future, regardless of
should recognize the People's
the UN decision
'FORMOSANS HAVE NO Republic as the legitimate
freedom." Dr. Chen said. I'e representative of China. It
called the Nationalist regime should also supervise an
election in Formosa so that
the people of the island could
choose their own government,
he said
Should they choose
independence. Ihe UN should
give Formosa a separate seat
in the General Assembly, he
TOURS OF THE new said.
facilities will be conducted
Giving the People's
during an informal open house Republic a UN membership
at St. Thomas More parish
after the Sunday Mass
The renovation project,
costing over {200.000. was
funded by the Diocesan
Development Fund which
supports projects in the
Toledo Diocese that cannot
The Student Worshipping
finance themselves.
Services is sponsoring a
"We undertook quite a worship service Oct. 17, at II
remodeling program to meel a m in Prout Chapel.
the various code regulations
and I had to turn to the diocese
The guest speaker will be
for the funding.'' said Rev
Louis Client of Toledo, and the
Wurzel
Bowling Green Gospel
Renovations include more Ensemble will add gospel
offices for counseling and a music to the proceedings
centralization of the parish
offices. The recreation room,
bookstore gymnasium and
living facilities for the staff
were also included in Ihe
remodeling

Sunday Mass
set in Forum

Nmnphat* by SNv* Hainan

Busy,

No mailer what time of day or year, meter maids can alway* bo toon going
about thaw butinoii on campui. Horo th* owner of a bug n about to bo
buggod.

busy
By The Associated Preii
Where many thousands have
rallied in the past, relatively
small crowds turned out this
year to observe Moratorium
Day and speak out against the

war in Indochina
At many of Wednesday's
demonstrations, concern also
focused on the wage-price
freeze, voter registration,
prison reform and gay
liberation

French teacher has
second book published
Dr. Jan Pallister. professor
of French and French
literature here for the past
eleven years, has just had her
second book published
The book. "Mon Autre
Lyre.'' is a collction of poems
written in French and
Spanish A number of these
poems have previously been
published in various journals
throughout the country
Dr. Pallister. a lyrcist who
has written poetry since she
was eleven years old said her
poems touch on many aspects
of life
"I HAVE ADMIRATION
for many poets, but I fashion
my work after none in

particular, I try to have my
own style." she said
The paperback is published
by J&C Transcripts of
Kanona. New York and will be
on sale in the bookstores
shortly
Dr Pallister pre* iously
wrote The World View of
Beroalde De Verville." a
critical study of a baroque
author
She is presently co-authori
with philosophy proftMOl
Ramona Cormier a book
entitled. "Waiting for Death."
a critical study fo Becked,
which will be released this
spring along with another
collection of poems written in
English.

U.A0.

200 people joined a peaceful
candlehghl march to the
federal building for a rally.
At a Chicago news
conference, tapes of the
voices of two men said to be
prisoners of war were played
by the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War One.
addressed to President Nixon,
said: "I no longer want to
fight for you or anyone like
you."
Dimes taped to a card
stating. Taxes for buses, not
IN NEW YORK City's lor bombs," were passed out
garment district. Mayor John to 1.000 subway commuters by
V. Lindsay drew intense the Philadelphia War Tax
heckling from about iwo dozen Resistance
Other
cities
with
persons chanting. "Lay oft
Moratorium Day observances
Lindsay, not city workers
Lindsay told a crowd of included Los Angeles: San
Miami:
1.500 despite the heckling that Francisco:
if political changes are not Rochester. Ithaca and
N.Y.;
made during 1971 and 1972. Binghamton.
"maybe the country won't be Cleveland: Ann Arbor. Mich:
I'artford. Conn, f'ouston and
worth changing after that "
In San Antonio. Tex., about Seattle

$3.00
$3.50

The Flowerhouse

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
TO WIN A
FREE AQUARIUM SETUP!
TANK, UGHT & STAND
BRING IN THIS COUPON SOON!

*
* I PMONf NO -

*■—.....

According to Douglas
Revels sophomore (BA.i
many students have attended
past services and all students
are invited to attend this
service.
Revels urges students to
attend, even if the reason is
just curiosity; for "something
they will never forget

KENT

BEST DEAL IN TOWN ON SHIRTS

SHIRTS BEAUTIFULLYt
LAUNDERED
Shicttinby l:0O P.M.
out by 3:00 N*»t Day

32c each boxed
34c each on
hangers

\^OHfd

DRY
CLEANING

PROFESSIONAL IN THE
DRY CLEANING FIELD
NEXT TO GREENVIEW 110 E. NAPOLEON

10 gal.
15 gal.
20 gal.
29 gal.
55 gal.
100 gal

$5.95

i

CONGRATULATIONS
ROOMIE!
LOVE,
POLLY. KATHI and KAREN
(in absent.*)

OCT. 16

♦

Follow Our Falcons

i

Homecoming 1971

About $100.00

*
*

.^^_^Bfe.

*

$12.95
$17.95

*

$119.95

CRICKETEER

*
*

$9.95
$54.95

We encourage the modern
fashions for men as long as it's
a fashion with good taste. We
recommend this town and
country suit from Cricketeer.
It's a lofty wool worsted fabric
with patterns and colorings
inspired by country foliage, but
tailored especially for town wear.
The 2-butlon jacket has buttonthrough scalloped flap pockets,
wide lapels, a deep center vent
and tasteful flare. We think
you'll find the price ticket
in good taste too.

Over 750 Suits
in stock, from
$59.95 to
$150.00
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PEGGY-

without looking
like one.

FRE E DELIVERY
IN BOWLING GREEN

THE HUTCH PET SHOP
PRICE 0DELL FISH TANKS

*

slated for Oct. 17

Dress with

353-1045

• •••••••••••••••**••••*-**•
*

Worship service

Bouquet of Sweetheart
Roses & Daisys $4.00
Carnations $4.50 doz.

IN CONCERT ON
FRIDAY OCT. 22

PRICES $2.50

"Our purpose is to attempt
to have an all-parish mass
We've curtailed our regular
Sunday Mass schedule by
having a 4 p.m. Mass on
Saturday afternoon for those
who cannot attend the service
in the Forum.'' he said
In addition to St. Thomas
parishoners. Rev Wurzel said
University
administrators,
faculty and ministers are
invited to attend the service.

"THIS WOULD BE a tragic
thing, and would dash any
remaining hopes for an
independent Formosa." he
explained
Dr. Chen came to the United
States 17 years ago At one
time he was president of
United Formosans for
Independence.
I'e said he cannot return to
his native country-"not when
you advocate Formosan
independence as I do." he
explained

Sweetest Day Special

John B. Sebastion

8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE A T UNION
TICKET OFFICE

p.m.

There were no huge campus
or big city-gatherings as in
recent years Most of Ihe
events were peaceful and
subdued
Six persons were arrested
outside Kirtland Air Force
Base, N.M.. however, for
blocking traffic, state police
said
Another 100 demonstrators,
who had obtained a permil lo
march to the base, were
dispersed

PRESENTS
...WHO PERFORMtD
AT WOODSTOCK AND
FORMER LEAD SINGER FOR
THE LOVING SPOONFUL

BishoD John A. Donovan of
the Toledo Catholic diocese
will celebrate Mass in the
Student Services Forum
Sunday
According to Rev. Richard
Wurzel. St Thomas More
University parish pastor.
Bishop Donovan will review
the newly remodeled parish
on Thurstin Street after the
service in the Forum at 1:15

without advocating Formosan
freedom as well would "make
legal the Communist
government's claims over the
island and therefore remove
any chance for the issue to
come to a vole," Dr. Chen
said

H«»M|«IC1BD

.

USE OUR OWN
90-DAY PLAN
NO INTEREST

NICHOLS
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
109 South Main Street

SAT.
10 A.M.-5P.M.

MON.-FRI.
10 A.M.-9P.M.

I
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India, Pakistan get war fever
By Arnold Zeltlla
Associated Preu Writer
LAHORE.
PAKISTAN
(API-War fever is mounting
along the border between
West Pakistan and India.
Motorists are decorating
their cars with signs saying

•Crush India Bank officials
say many people are
withdrawing their money or
transferring their accounts to
other cities, and businessmen
are sending away
their
families or making plans to do
so. Peasant families' are
leaving their homes near the
border

ALPHA PHIS
WISH THE BEST OF LUCK
WALL

RUSHEES

President
A»h»
Mohammed Yahya Khan, who
heads Pakistans military
government, has said publicly
that war with India is
inevitable if the Indians
continue to back Bengali
rebels in East Pakistan with
arms, training and sanctuary.
IF A WAR is to be fought,
military observers say. the
time is right for Pakistan
Its Chinese allies can still
move troops through the
passes in the Himalayas,
which will begin filling with
snow in November. The
Pakistanis believe the threat

of Chinese military pressure
on India led to the halt of the
last war between ths two
nations,
which ended in
stalemate in 1965 on the fields
around Lahore.
The observers say Pakistan

Second senior
job orientation
forum planned

HAVE FUN IN
OPEN HUSH

DON'T FORGET
SWEETEST DAY
Is The 16th Of October

Put flown it her throat in
a dainty locket Engraved
primrose designin 1/2012K

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

SWEETHEART ROSES
$5.00 doz.
CARNATIONS
$5.00/doz.
LONG STEMMED ROSES
$6.00/doz.

The Career Planning and
Placement Office will hold
another orientation meeting
for seniors Monday, Oct. 18 at
7 p.m. in the Forum of the
Student Services Bldg
According to Rollie Oakley
assistant director at the
Placement Office, the extra
session is being held because
"several hundred" seniors
were turned away from
overcrowded
placement
meetings held last week

FOOTBALL 1971
MEANS

IRON
BRUCIE

MYLES FLOWERS
109 CLAY ST.

352-2002 or 353-2802
.

now has time to concentrate
its troops for a war in the west
while receding monsoon flood
waters prevent a continued
crackdown on the rebels in the
eastern province. 1.000 miles
across India.

vJ

DILL
JEWELERS

¥

ti£4

Kissinger to arrange
plans for Nixon trip
WASHINGTON
(APl-Dr
Henry A Kissinger, the top
White House foreign policy
expert, will leave for Peking

•

•

yEm 1

•
•

tomorrow to make final
arrangements for President
Nixon's historic journey to
mainland China.
Press secretary Ronald L.
Zeigler.
announcing
Kissinger's
travel
plans
yesterday,
said
the
presidential assistant would
stop en route in California,
Hawaii. Guam andShangai
Although Ziegler said. "I
don't want to suggest anything
to you about the President's
trip," it was believed
Kissinger's route would
closely-if not exactly-parallel the Nixon itinerary.
As preparations for the
President's trip went forward^
his domestic economic
policies struck sparks in
China

Dec. grad
Students who missed
the Oct 10 deadline for
applications for winter
graduation are asked
to turn in their
applications to
the
Registrar's Office
immediately.
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°ve become too much for torn* people

already this quarter From the looks of things this guy might
just have jumped right out the window during a boring lecture
and rested in the grass.

out

Publications director resigns
Jerry Fischer, director of
publications, has announced
his resignation from that
position to enter private
commercial work
Under Fischers direction,
the publications office has
received national recognition
The
most
recent

accomplishment was the
garnering of eight awards in
the American College Public
Relations annual publications
competition last summer
The eight awards were
more than any other college
or university in the country
received

"We are losing the best
person in the IS. in this
field." University President
Dr Hollis A Moore Jr. said.
"We'll just try to find the
second best in ths IS to take
his place "
Pitcher's resignation
becomes effective Nov. 20

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

THE WIZARD OT ID

f vhi Your Way To Tim Top
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Coma and sat us loi
Ikal spicni Smatast Da,
Bill

On a good day, he might
pistol-whip a drunk,
shoot an unarmed man,
bribe a politician, and
get paid off by an outlaw
He was a U.S. Marshal.

u KMBMIM
For your ftifairnirni. chooM*
Krrpukf ihr hrautilul I'I-KIMmhft cf J lilrlinw l.i»pllirr K.cry
Krrpukr i» nqimttrh rraflrd in
14K |oM anil guiranirrd aa.aimt
diamond low.

Automatic Tamparatura Control

NOW PLAYING - WEEK NITES -7:10, 9:30
SAT. 4 SUN. — 2:25, 4:50, 7:10, 9:30
INGMAR BERGMANS FIRST ENGLISH LANGUAGE
MOTION PICTURE STARRING - - ■

ELLIOT GOULD with
BIBI ANDERSON, MAX VONSYDOW in
INGMAR BERGMAN'S

\\

THE TOUCH'
in COLOR tti

ft
.».<»

DOG ff

UnrtadVtieti

atiQH U

It is a trip much worth taking.
Not since '2001" has a movie
so cannily inverted consciousness
and altered audience perception.

Science
Meeting

Friday, Oct. IS. 1971

Commuter Center Homecoming
Art Show Open to everyone
Applications for submission of art
work may be obtained at the
Commuter Center information
desk. Mosely

En. M 7 30 1:30
Sat Saa 2. 4 b 3D. 7 30. S 30

BARGAIN HOUR
PRICES ARE DOWN
lit FT.
MAIN

All Adult Scat*-$1
Sam. trom opt/mug tmli 3

JEWHKYJ
•'•-'•
Ph. SSI-Mi

"Demons and Things" one man
art exhibition by Wade Thompson.
Library. 2nd floor. Library hours.
Exhibition of the works of the
silversmith. J. Levan Hill,
Promenade Lounge. Union
Rock n' Roll Benefit for The
Crystal City News, featuring Up.
Carnal Kitchen. Jeremiah Stone.
Heat. Donation SI 00 Hydraulic
Room, Manville Ave. 6-midnight

B. 0 opini 7
Cartoons at 7:30

NOW PLAYING — WEEK NITES — 7:30, 9:30
SAT. & SUN. — 2, 3:45, 5:40, 7:30, 9:30

CAMPUS CALENDAR

All Freshmen who plan to register
for Freshman English winter
quarter are to write an essay for
placemen! in English 111 or 112 12-3pm Ballroom. Union. Oct. 19.
"Do not come if you are now taking
English

NOW
SHOWING

ACBES OF FREE PARKING

CLaSSIFIED <•»

MM

The Good Lift
Ben...* Wilh

Tk> outing il am
Ot 7:45
Tta lain Macaiaa it on tha Scum
Fall H Fan and Gamti

Saturday. Oct. 16.1971
Falcon

football

at

Kent

Sunday Oct. 17,1971
University Karate Club, Dogwood
Suite. Union. 7-9, Registration
information Beginners welcome

Time Magatirw

Christian Science Organisation
Sunday Service 10:30 am Prout
Chapel
The Campus Bridge Club will hold
a Duplicate Match Sunday. Oct 17
at 1:30 in the Ohio Suite of the
Union Open to all experienced
players either witn or wiinout a
partner.

ItetyieMMktae
torn CcUrM *>•<»■•

Doctors' Wives have everything
Except husbands
A FH4NK0VCH PRODUCTION

THE HELLSTROM
CHRONICLE
| - SCKNCi RCTIONT NO, SCtlNCt FACT!

Society
for
Creative
Anachronism. 200 Mosely. 14pm.
Review of Crown Tourney,
weapons practice, possible other
practices

trom

Cokimbta Pictures-COLOR

All orthodox students interested
in going to Toledo for Divine
Liturgy should meet at the UCF at
10 am Sunday Oct 17.
Transportation will be provided
For additional information call
372-4372

Bi*»

Monday. Oct 18.1971

An<
Beta. Beta. Beta meeting 112 Life

Bldg

8pm

Regular

Women's Recreation Assoc.
Volley Ball lntrd-Mur.il for girls.
6:30pm North Gym. Women's
Bldg
LOST

Lost accounting book-i lloragren i
352-7065
RIDES
Ride needed desperately to
Jamestown. NY or vicinity Oct
22 call 2 4327 please! Will pay
Ride needed to Davton anvtime
Fridav Will pav Call Jeanne 3724397
Riders to Dayton- share expenses
most Fridays - ph Bedford Boston
353-0261. 2-2253
Need ride to O.U. Fri will share
expenses John 352-7741

for information
Anywhere, anytime. Holiday
Travel 140 N. Main 352-6567
LOOK'! LARGE 12 lb wash 25c
AT
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT (2 doors from
Lumsi

WANTED
2 persons, prefer male & female
to organiie program for
elementary children each Sunday
4 30-5 30pm Also 1 person to baby
sit 4-«pm each Sunday. Fair pay
Call U.C F 353-8912
PERSONALS
Experienced typist Theses, term
papers Call 354-7571
Lovable pet hamsters SI each call
353-0742 after 7pm
DZ's - The Alpha Sigs are "Rolluv
Out the Barrels"
KENT MIGRATION
Charlie - Our day wUI come! 17*
and counting J. T.A.T. Susie
D.J Bicycle Shop. Shirt Shack
and Health Center 352-9157 W.
Merry

New Zenit-E 35 mm camera and
electronic flash S75 or besl offer
Call Chuck S52-7T74
130 watt amplifier S50 Kingston
bass S50. OK stuff- Max 352
0007

Cook'You sure got a Kajerko'
Congrats on your Phi Mu - Ruh
Rah engagement Pam and Sue

For Sale ladies Misty Harbor
raincoat w lining, size 16,tan,
brand new S35 call 352-7813

KENT MIGRATION

Eff atGreenview Apts office hours'
2-6pm 352-1195

MEET GABRIELLE TONIGHT
AFTER 4:00 AT STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT

Room for rent for young male
student call 352-9117

DZ's "Get Psyched" The Alpha
Sigs

Funi 2 bdrm at Greenview Apts.
Office 2-6pm 352-1195

Linda Dean - Whata rock'
Congrats & much happiness
alwavs Anne & Jan

1 or 2 F roommates needed
l
ibl from campus call 353-2721

SPECIAL' 8 lb dry cleaning S2 50
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT (2 doors from

Una)
Ride needed to O S.U Sunday Oct
17 Will pay ph 352-4143

Meal Coupons for sale Please call
372-1031 ANYTIME

Leon
Thanx for lakin us
dancin
We were so tired we
had to pull up a face to sit down
Leroy's Fans

Unfum 2 bdrm at Greenview
Apts office hours 2-6 pm 352-1195
1 female rmte needed call Nicki
352-5527
2 bdrm apt for two males $60 mo
plus util fum 203 S Maple 353-3831^

For Sale: 1966 VW Mini bus good
Congratulatons Metermaid Mike condition Make an offer phone
and Lisa on your Pike lavaliering. 352-5054
The Brothers
1968 Triumph conv. ex. cond low
A PROGRESSIVE GENERAL mil 372-5930 after 6
STORE Handcrafts-Gifts-PotterFull leather shop-silver worker- For sale Jag XKE 1963-67 engine
Woodcutter MEN. S & WOMEN'S gooo condition 352-7387
CONTEMPORARY CLOTHING
4 FOOTWEAR
ADAMS '69 Corvette Silver Coupe » 4
NEEDLE 146 N Main 352-9143 speed, tinted glass, AM-FM radio.
350-300: 32,000mi. new tires.
"It's only NATURAL"
battery and exhaust: $3200 call
'Grace Amazing and Otherwise' 354-2792
Theme
of
this
weeks
contemporary Ecumenical •67 VW good condition ph 353-8475.
Worship. UCF 4pm Sunday 832 5255 after 5 SO
Tell it like it is about you and
Jesus Christ We Invite you to
attend Christ the Savior
Evangelical Lutheran Church 252
S. Main B.C. Sunday evening
6 45pm Bible hour. 7:30pm
Worship
FOR SALE OR RENT

PAGLIAI S NEW HOURS: 5 until
2 a.m. Sunday thru Thur. 5 until :
a.m. Fri li Sat. Pagliai's 1004 S.
MainSSJ-7571

$40 meal ticket coupon book for
$30 Call Becky 2-3417

Need aome week-end fun? Come
bowl at Al Mar in their College
League on Friday afternoon Call
Dick at 354-8741 6-8pm Mon-Thur

Webcor reel to reel tape, recorder
Sir-free tape Willing to bargain
SN Main.

1966 Chevelle $400 or best offer
352-1752
For Sale: 63 Chevy 283 convtbl
best offer ph 352-7377
1965 Mustang 289 4-barrel ex cond
auto, power steer call 2-4149
1966 Chevy Van; radio, windows
run well $650 call Steve 352-7S31
KENT MIGRATION
89 Triumph Spitfire 15.000 mi.
Mecha::ica'!> sound body good
pluoe Fouoria 435-asSS

Th. SO N.w., Friday. Ocreeet IS, 1971/fee 5

Student delivers planes
to missionaries in Congo
By Jay Thatcher

F/v/no
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came as he flew across the Atlan'ic
Oceo
" when his propeller lit up due to
(talk electricity.

Police better paid
than KSU profs ?
KENT i APi- Kenl Stale
University's polite were up in
arms yesterday over a
publication by the KSl
Federation of
Teachers
claiming the campus police
are better paid than
professors
The publication, distributed
around
the
campus
Wednesday, was headlined
Why leach'' Why publish and
perish'' Become a campus
patrolman and make lots
more money than you are
now All you need is a high
school diploma. '
The federation, headed by
Hi John R Miller. Included
salary statistics for campus
police for December 1970 It
showed that Security Chief
James Fyke made $2,083 that
month and salaries for 13
officers ranged from $922 to
$1,739
"SO, IF YOU want to pay
your monthly bills and be able
to afford beer or grape juice,
why not quit this frenetic
teaching and publishing and
join the largest and best paid
campus police force in the
country '
the publication
said "
"You won't even have to
move, jusl switch In addition,
you'll have all kinds of fancy
equipment and electronic toys
to play with "
Fyke said he was not even
named security chief until the
spring and that the payment
made to him in December
reflected three and one-third
months teaching in the law
department at Kent and one
month teaching at the Stark
County KSU branch

I'e said he has nearly
completed
his master's
degree and has nine
patrolmen with bachelor's
degrees

Rex Damschroder. junior
(BA), pilot-enthusiast from
Fremont. Ohio, has recently
embarked on his third flight to
the Congo in South Africa.
Damschroder. a geography
major, was recruited by the
United Methodist Church
National Office to fly three
Cessna 180's to the Missionary
Aviation
Fellowship
headquarters in Kinshasa,
located on the Congo River
approximately 200 miles
inland from the African coast.
The planes will be used by
the missionary pilots to
transport people and supplies
to remote regions of the
Congo.
THE TWO PREVIOUS
flights each covered over 7.325
statute miles and nearly 60
hours at the "stick". Cruising
speed for the single-engined
planes is 150 mph
All three planes are
equipped with two 55 gallon
drums strapped behind the
pilot's seat This is additional
fuel which is needed for the
long flight across the Atlantic
The journey takes 8 davs
and begins at Progress
Airport
in Fremont
Damschroder (hen flies to
New York, and up to St.
John's. New Foundland. The
next stop is Santa Maria in the
Azores, some 13 hours flying

Vi PRICE COLOR PRINTS?
SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES-BIW PRINTS, TOO

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON-

about Diamonds
Puzzled by the wide variety
in diamond pricing'1 Confuted by "diicount" promises
in mail-order ads and caialofs? Then you need someone you can trust to give you
factual information about
what to look for in a diamond. At a member firm of
the American Gem Society,
we have such a diamond specialist on our staff. He will be
nappy to properly and ethically advise you on the subtle
differences in diamond quality that affect the price you
pay. Come in and aee us.

■■THE BEST TIME to make
the crossing is at night If
mechanical
problems do
"1 was scared one night
occur. I can pick out the lights when static electricity built
of a ship and steer towards it. up on the propeller causing it
whereas if it were daylight it to glow in the dark It was
would be much more difficult really weird." he said "1 had
to locate a ship." he said experienced this condition
From
the
Azores before but the low was not
Damschroder lrave;s to the nearly as intense as it was this
Canary Islands, to Villa time On the first trip 1 had to
Cisneros on the African coast, land at Kinshasa during a
to KDaker. to Monrovia, to terrible thunderslorm--at
Acera in Ghana and then on to nighl "hesaid
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DELTA TAU DELTA

UAO COFFEE HOUSE
PRESENTS

WISHES THEIR 20
PLEDGES THE BEST
OF LUCK DURING
PLEDGING
Selling Insurance
is not mv job - helping you

Cheryl Dilcher
...who has appeared in concert at
New York's Bitter End and
University of Tennessee

8:30 P.M.

Tues. — Sat. (this week only)
Cardinal Room, Univ. Union
Free Admission
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Martin R Stancik
372-5040

353.757/

MUTUAL UFE
INSURANCE CO.
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Koncandca

RMIW'S

Cincinnati. Ohio 4S2U Otpl M

■for "the best
in pizz.a.

ADDA
"Cushion To Your Pushin"

LIQUID LOVE
WATERBED CO.

353-7464

SPUDNUT
COFFEE SHOP
For Halloween Parties
order day in advance
ALL VARIETIES
OF D0NUTS

MON -SAT. 6:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
SUN. 8:00 A.M.-12 NOON
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
352-9150

■

buy it

GRAND OPENING
OCT. 18

v:r-1 nil it-It

ATHAN'S VILLAGE

SPECIAL VALUE!

HOMEMADE GREEK
COOKING with PRIDE

THE KANTON
Model 16P267
(16" Dia. Meas.)
Walnut grained contemporary polystyrene cabinetry.
Features include Admiral
wide-angle picture tube,
precision all-channel VHF/
UHF tuner and Admiral Instant Play.

WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL LIKE OUR FOOD
OR THERE WILL BE NO CHARGE

88

SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!
NOW TRY THE REST!

MHMI ftMtXCAM «■> IOO(TT

DILL
JEWELERS

H.w.»h.t. ey tm, THenhw
Darmchroder wot enlisted by the United Methodist Church
National Office to fly three Cessna 180s to missionaries on
the Congo River. In all, his flights cover 7,325 statute miles,
and require 60 hours in the air.

Long

#2

!«

SIA

C.I,

835 Third St.

A THINKING

his final destination of
Kinshasa 1'is return trip is a
"boring'' flight by a
commercial
airline

This low price saves you up lo b0% over usual "drug store prices.
rushes high quality color prints bach lo your door in |usl a tew days Try
the Mm service used on many mid-wesl and southern campuses
SO tASV. SO CONVENIENT
just use your own envelope and the coupon
below Fill in namp and address, wtite name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or. use the coupon to get Mm mailers and discount coupons, order dim and (lashes at low prices
a better deal than
"tree Mm Savings and processing quality guaranteed

vVe have single, double,
queen, and king size beds.

MAN'S MESSAGE

time across the open Atlantic
According to Damschroder.
this is the most d?ngerous
part of his journey,

PRICED TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET
STADIUM PLAZA
1616E.WOOSTERST.

SPECIAL VALUEI
THE PERSONAL
PLAYMATE Model 12P47
(12" Dia. Meas.)
The finest personal TV. 75
sq. in. picture pleasure In
Walnut grained polystyrene cabinet. Super-Span
VHF/UHF tuners, Admiral
Instant Play.

<H*88
Quality 1972
at 1971 prices!
1080 S. MAIN

OPEN DAILY 10-10 SUNDAY 11 -6

**• 6/The ftO News, Metey. October 1J, 1?71

Sociology offers Ph.D. degree
After more than five years
of careful
planning
the
department of sociology this
fall enrolled the first students
in its newly-approved doctoral
program.
Sociology became the sixth
University
department
to
offer a doctorate It received
preliminary accreditation late
this summer by the North
Central
Asrociation
of
Colleges
and
Secondary
Schools, the regions highest
accrediting body
Accreditation
was given
after a visiting team from the
association
visited
the
campus
last
spring
l)r
Jospeh K Balogh. chairman

hopes to enroll 40-50 full-time

of the sociology department,
and
other
University
academic officers met with
Association
officials
in
Chicago this summer.
The
program
will
be
examined
for
final
accreditation
after
a
sufficient number ol students
have completed the program
and received their doctorates.
The
first
students
are
expected to complete their
doctoral work in three to four
vears.
SEVEN STUDENTS are
enrolled
in
the
l'h I)
program, including several
teaching fellows By the end
of the year, the department

Congratulations To
The Newly Elected
Officers of
SIGMA CHI

students.
The PhD proposal first
gained approval from the
University's
Board
of
Trustees in 1969 It was then
submitted to the Advisory
Committee on
Graduate
Studies to the Board of
Regents.
The committee, composed
of the heads of Ohio graduate
schools and the Board of

number
of
the
social
processes,
orientating
the
doctoral
program
towi,.d
conflict
study
will
allow

S. Vietnam renews
cease-fire proposal
PARIS
(APISouth
Vietnam yesterday renewed a
proposal
lor
cease-fire
Ihroughout
Indochina
and
expressed
hope
that
the
bogged down Vietnam peace
conference can "get out of

sterile polemics."

DAVE MOON-PRESIDENT
BILL FRUTH - VICE PRESIDENT
RUSS GUEKRA--EDITOR

Regents, gave the program
planning approval and later,
final approval.
Sociology doctoral studies
will be oriented toward the
sociology of conflict. Dr
Balogh said.
t'e explained that since
conflict
includes
a
wide

Chain Dang I.am. head of
Saigon's delegation to the
Paris peace talks, told the

•THE

MAJOR

SOCIAL

forces in the world today
center around the issues of war
and peace, crime and justice,
racial andotherminoritygroup
confrontations.
population
dynamics and the schisms
that erupt with shifts of power
in industrial and developing
nations
These issues are
heavily dependent upon a
sociological
analysis
of
conflict for their resolution,"

"In the immediate future,
we do not see any obstacle to

said Dr Balogh
Students will be required to
be competent in the areas of
social theory and research
methods and to socialize in
social conflict and one other

the establishing of a cease-fire
in
place
throughout
the
Indochinese
peninsula,
a
cease-fire which we have been
proposing constantly for more
than a year now. Such a ceasefire can only be beneficial to
these meetings."

area. Choices will be available
to the student in the areas of
social
psychology,
social
organization, deviance, and
demography and ecology.
Other Ph I) programs are
in
English,
psychology,
speech education and biology.

North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong:

I

WORKS OF SILVER

students to study all the
central areas in the field of
sociology in a program that is
socially
relevant
and
comprehensive.

I
I
LEVI & LEE BLUE
I
I
DENIM BELLS
I
I
147
N.MAIN I
I
354I
7511
J

Just Received

'TIL OCT. 29 THERE WILL BE
AN EXHIBIT OF SILVERSMITH LEVAN HILL'S
WORKS. COME TO THE PROMENADE
LOUNGE OF THE UNION ANYTIME
BETWEEN 8:00 A.M. & 11:00 P.M.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY UAO

large shipment of

INTRODUCING!...

DAIRY TWIST
SPECIAL

Th* b*oulrtul Hrtl Limited Ed.
lien Thanktfiving Day Plat* for
19 7, Thu plat*, by Boi-uih.i
of tavaria, it o valuable colletter'* Hem you won't wont to
mhi out on. Com* too thk and
our othor intriguing import»
and gift, at no obligation.

Starting Next Week, Mon., Tues., 8, Wed.
9"
SO
75
85

U"
.65
90
1 OS

_L4_
I 00
1.50
1.65

The Swingline "Tot 50"
98«in19S0. 96* in 1971.

It could be one beautiful winter.

Schoil
exerctM saocUK

A six-month congressional
deadline on U.S. military
involvement is also at issue in
the I'ouse

The
committee
voted
Wednesday to impose a $250
million limit on military .mil

Voter Office

economic aid to Cambodia for
this
fiscal
year
The

seeks students

♦ ♦a»e>e>e>e>e>e»e>e>e>e>

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR NEWEST
ALPHA CHI

The
Oflice
of
Voter
Facilitation
will
be
open
Monday through Friday from
1-4 p m on the first floor of
the Administration Bldg
The office is designed to aid
students in obtaining and
notarizing absentee ballots for
the upcoming
election

November

Since it opened last Monday,
the oflice has serviced more
than 500 persons
Students
are
asked to
contact
the office
before
Tuesday if they ha\e not yet
applied for their ballot

PRESENTS

II you're intereeled In aometh.ng
a little bigger, our Cub Deek
£' spier and Cub Hand Stapler
are only It M Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery. Variety and College
Bookstores

So put on your kneesocks and
knickers and buckle into your
Schoil Sandals.

committee also voted lo
limit the American civilian
and military personnel in
Cambodia to 200

thing that

And it still comes with 1000 Iraa
staplei and a handy carrying
pouch H ataplaa. tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed its one ol the
world's smaiieet staplers
And it's lha world s biggest
seller. Could be that'a why II
haan'l gone up in price in
21 years

Schoil Sandals have the exclusive toe-grip that
helps tone and shape up your legs—whether you're a
tkier or not. And they give you a sense of comfort you
have to experience to believe.
__^^^^__

e>e>s>e>e>s»s>s>s»s>.

todelend itself.
Today's action rutting the
I S
military aid to other
nations from $705 million to
$565 million, was taken after
efforts lo reduce the program
even further failed on a series
ol 6 to 6 tie votes

DRAUGHT HOUSE

Try. Try hard
The only thing wa> can think ol
la what wa make. The Swingline
Tot SO" Stapler tea in 1M0.
Bonn 1971

You'll be wearing Schoil Sandals this winter. Just like
the Au.triant, Germans, European skiers everywhere.
They wear Schoil Sandals the year 'round. (After all.
great legs are never out of season.)

WASHINGTON lAPI- The
Senate
Foreign
Relations
Committee voted 7 to 6
yesterday to cut this year's
MiliUrj Assistance Program
bv 20 per cent
i'licKile cameaday after the
committee voted to pui a
ceiling on aid to Cambodia, an
action
that
(he
Slate
Department
said
could
seriously threaten the ability
ol that Southeast Asian nation

Name one

t

We'll not only shape up your legs, we'll send
them to Innsbruck il you win our drawing. You and a
friend. Relaxing in your Schoil Sandals—after shussing
down the slopes or ski-bumming around the town.

Military assistance cut

WE'RE ALL PROUD AND HAPPY.

since 195a

The smart legs are slicking with us this winter.

Watch out or your favorite canine friend may wind up in the
county dog pound.

Mon.-Fri. 10-9. Sat. 9-5

fovSrtgoneup

Let Schoil Exercise Sandals
send them to Austria!

Hie

D
°8* an<l do9 'overs beware! A cily ordinance requires all
dogs to be on a lease or in a
fenced in area when outside.

RENEE AND DEBBIE,

Frsa Ollivaiv 6pm till 12 midnight
Ntil to Bat Gee Booksloie actoss Itom Haiihmar|
SI 00
MhV ORDER
CAll 354-9933

~™9
Iff

ACTIVES!

Vi OFF PIZZA'S
ONE ITEM
TWO ITEMS
THREE ITEMS

•*ewsphele by Sieve Hejeteen

SUGAR LOAF
*~~1N CONCERT-

1 NIGHT ONLY

ALSO APPEARING B. G.t>YNASTY-

WED. OCT. 20
ADVANCE TICKETS $2.50
AT DOOR $3.00
TICKETS AT ADAMS NEEDLE
WAWR or THE DRAUGHT HOUSE

Accept
no Substitutes.

II you can name something else
that hasn't gone up In price
since 1950 let us know. We'll
Band you a tree Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25s to cover poetage
and handling.

I First Prize:

j 2-week trip for winner and friend to Innsbruck, Austria.

I

10 Second Prizes:

j pair of Hart Javehn SSL Skit, plus a pair of Schoil
| Exercise Sandals.

i
i
i 50 Third Prizes:
| pair of Schoil Exercise Sandals.
I
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Real golden Real crisp Real tender Real salt Real hot. 1050 South Main
McDonald's French Fries. Yum.

North ol Gypsy Lane
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Falcons test Golden Flashes
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

The Year of the Comeback
for the Bowling Green
Falcons was sidetracked last
weekend, but coach Don
Nehlen hopes to get back on
the trail in game five
tomorrow

Game five is against the
Kent State Golden Flashes, a
team thought to be a year
away before the season
started And the Flashes could
still be a year away as they
have won only one game in
five tries so far this season.
Kent has moved the football
this season but has had trouble
keeping the other team from

putting more points on the
scoreboard than the Flashes
can
The Golden Flashes feature
the I'ouston veer offense from
an I formation rather than the
split formation that many
teams use The veer is a triple
option attack featuring the
fullback and the quarterback
The quarterback either gives
to the fullback, runs himsell
or passes.

offense led bv tailback Paul
Miles

RICH ODEN. the Kent
fullback, is leading the ground
Mtack with 276 yards in 63
carries Other runners are
tailbacks Eddie Woodard and
Kenard 1'armon f'owever.
Kent is last in the league in
total ol tense
The Flashes also move the
ball on the arm of quarterback
Larry
I'ayes, who has
completed 31 passes for 402
yards
The KSl.' offensive line is
anchored by center Fred
Blosser Blosser is a two-time
all-MAC first team selection
who is gunning to be only the
second player in Kent history
to be named all-conference
three years in a row.

Newsphete b, K.Hh Max,
Sophomore Reid Lamport may be iho
choice of head
R&IQ

coach

"Dandy"

Don

Nehlen to $tart at quarterback against
Kent tomorrow. Reid has completed 21
of 51 pastes for 281 yards thus far this
season.

The defense, which has had
problems slopping people, is
being rearranged for the BG
game Two year lettermen.
I'ardy Lampley. Charlie Lori.
Stan Boykin and Tommy
McDonald anchor the defense
I.ampley is the middle
linebacker. Lori is at right
tackle, and Boykin and
McDonald are in the
backfield
I'ead coach Don James of
the Flashes indicated that the
biggest problem his team
(aces, is slopping the Falcon

CC squad travels north
By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer
The Falcon harriers will
get another look al MAC
competition tomorrow al
11:15 am when Toledo hosts
a tri-meet with Bowling Green
and Kent State at Ottawa
."ark
The Rockets are off to their
b"st starl ever with five wins
against a single loss Their
latest victory came last week
against Wayne State. 26-31
BG beat the same squad 15-45
Kent's Golden
Flashes
stride into Toledo with a 2-5
mark One of their losses was
to Fenn State, which toppled
nationally ranked Villamiva in
a dual meet
THE FALCONS carry a 3-1
record into the meet and last
Saturday snared their second
consecutive Notre Dame
Invitational
team
championship
I'owever. BG could be
competing tomorrow without
the services of the Notre
Dame individual champion
and their number one runner
"Dave Woltle may not run."
coach Mel Brodt predicted
"Fes got a slight muscle
sprain in his upper leg "
In case Wot lie is forced to

the sidelines. Steve Danlorth.
Tracy Elliott and Craig
Macdonald will be counted on
to carry the load
THAT
COULD
BE
necessary since the Falcons
maj also lose some depth for
tomorrow's meet
Dave Olson got spiked in
practice on the foot." Brodt

said
"H« might run. but I
don't know what he feels like
yet."
Brodt doesn't anticipate
strong challenges from either
Kent or Toledo, traditionally
easy marks in cross country
"1 anticipate
winning."
Brodt said "We shouldn't be
pressed."

Ruggers hit road
The Bowling Green Rugby
Club will travel to Fort
Wayne, Indiana. Saturday for
a 1 p m match against the
Fort Wayne Rugby Club
All hopes for an undefeated
season were destroyed early
as the BG ruggers were upset
by Detroit. 8-3 and 8-6. last
weekend.
In the "A" game. Detroit
capitalized on BG's lack of a
kicking game and worked the
ball down the field to score on
a try and a penalty kick BG's
only score came from Mike
"f'oss" Benz. the hero of the
Akron game, on a penalty
kick
COACH
H.J. HAYNES
expressed his delight in
newcomers Rex Durdel and
Tom I'aigh Durdel had never
heard of rugby until four days

A CERTAIN SHIRT
and where to find it)
You'll find it here of
course. From the welter
of colors and patterns.
we've set ourselves
the task of finding
the certain ones
closest to our customers' tastes. You'll
find only the right
shirts (ties, tool) right
here. We're certain
of it.

before the game and I'aigh
had played for Wisconsin, but
was starting his hrst game lor
HI!
Micky Dwyer scored all of
BG's points in the "B" game
on penalty kicks Four rookies
broke into the starting lineup
in the "B" game.
With the forwards doing
well and getting better despite
injuries, the emphasis in

"MILES IS THE finest and
most exciting player we have
seen this year in the
conference." said James
"They have a big offensive
line and a running attack that
won't stop "
Miles was the MAC
offensive player of the week
last week for his performance
against Toledo. I'e has gained
490 yards rushing in four
games and has also caught one
pass for 15 yards
I'owever. the Falcons
ground attack will be hurt if
fullback Jerrv Fields can't

play the entire game Nehlen
indicated in his weekly press
conference that Fields is
bothered by leg problems ind
could see limited action in the
game If Fields is unable to
perform. Bill Cenla will take
his place
Also the Falcons would
seem to have a quarterback
problem in the passing area if
you look at the stats
f'owever. coach Nehlen
doesn t feel that way.
"OUR QUARTERBACKS
haven't been dropping back
far enough and opposing
linemen have been knocking
down the passes
We have

BOWLING GREENi 3-1 > at Kent State* 141
WESTERN MlCFIGANi4-l I at Toledo!5-0)
OhioUniversityi2-2iatMIAMI(4-0l
Year u> Jatei5-4 >. Last weeki2-3i
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

been working on our passing
all week
Also Nehlen has a problem
of whom to start at the signa,
calling position I'e has three
candidates to choose from in
Reid Lamport. Joe Babies and
Don I'lusquellu
Lamport and Babies have
both looked good in various
spots the first four games and
I'lusquellic is waiting in the
wings alter recovering from a
lire season injury
Wuick guard Bob Martin
will be out ol (he game
because ol a shoulder injury
he received in the Ohio
University game I'e has been
unable to practice lor (wo
weeks Alto, on offense, Hilly
FiKman still has 12 sdlches in
his forehead and thai nils
down on his efficiency during
(he game
On defense, linebacker Rich
Duetemeyer also has a leg
problem and could see limited
action Starting middle guard
Earl Hargrove has dropped
out of school because of his
hepatitis illness Tom Kail.
who started last week al
middle guard, will do the
same this week
Bui. (he Falcons look in
good enough shape lo he 4 1
when (he Miami Redskins
visit BG next week

Freshmen
grid team
hosts TU

Tomorrow will be the only lime all season thai all six MidAmerican teams will be in action against each other
Coach
Dale Strains
Two of the games will be Homecoming affairs, the Western freshman footballers will be
and Toledo and the Ohio-Miami game
oul lo even (heir record al 11
Two months ago. the BG-Kenl eatne looked like a match-up of in a 3 p in contest agalnsl
the league's tail-enders but the Falcons have been the surprise Toledo today ai Doyl 1. Perry
the conference and Kent has looked good against North Carolina Field.
Statei winning 23-211 and against Iowa Statei losing 17-14 in the
The young
Falcons
last minute of play I.
outplayed Kenl last week bul
I'owever. we think the Falcons will bounce back after last lost. 2812, as the Flash
scored
(wo
week's loss to Toledo 24-7 The Falcons have a quarterback yearlings
problem but whomever coach Don Nehlen runs against the touchdowns in the final M
Golden Flashes, it should be good enough as the Falcon's ground seconds ol play
Toledo will bring an 0 1
game should be enough to defeat Kent
In the match-up at Oxford between the undefeated Miami record Into play alter losing lo
Redskins and the Ohio University Bobcats, the Redskins have Western Michigan. 35-10
visions of an MAC title

JjeBen

Gunning for th* starting assignment at
JOB

signal-caller

for

tomorrow's

practice will be on the backs
and the kicking problem. The
ruggers are looking forward
to a tough match as Detroit
lost to Fort Wayne a month
ago.

connected on 9 of 32 ottempls for 172
yardt to far (hit year.

Cardinals provide
match for hooters
By Joe Nun-luck
Sports Writer
After pli'ying somewhat
inconsistent ly in last Tuesday s
3-1 overtime win over Western
Michigan, the Bowling Green
soccer team is hoping for
Mime much improved play
(Ins Saturday afternoon when
they host Ball State
"We definitely did not play
well against
Western
Michigan." commented coach
Mickey Cochrane. referring to
the Kalcon's lackadaisical
play in most of the Western
Mulligan battle
"We cannot
tone play and bunch up our
attack against Ball State. We
must think and smooth out our
attack or else we could be in
trouble.''
Ball Slate will bring a 1-2-1
mark into tomorrow's 2 p.m.

battle The Cardinals beat
Valparaiso 8-1 in their
season's opener, but lost to a
lough Karlham squad 5-1 and
to Ohio State 5-2
In their
most recent outing. Ball State
tied Wabash 2-1
With the exception of a few
transfers, the Cardinals have
pretty much the same team
back from last season They
sport a fine front-line scoring
threat in Bob Poyer, who has
five goals on the season and an
excellent goalie in junior
Branislav like.
The Kalcon lineup should
be pretty much the same as in
previous games With Ivan
Madar back to full strength
after a back injury, 1'owie
Siegel will move to the right
fullback position while Madar
plays the right halfback spot

VARSITY CLUB
115 ED. BLD.

SUN. NITE 7:00
■:::xx::::::::*:*::%^

MM. PW51
LARGEST SELECTION of
PANTS & TOPS
IN TOWN

LIKE SHRIMP?
MORE THAN YOU CAN EAT
EVERY FRIDAY

Only

FOR GIRLS & GUYS
MON.-SAT. 11:00-9:00
SUN. 12:00-6:00

STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
852-5392

• Clam Chowder
• Creamy Cole Slaw
e Jumbo Breaded Fantail Shrimp
e Crisp French Fries

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

e Bread, Butter & Apple butter
• Cocktail sauce & lemon
e Crackers

By Piedmont Corp.
Swimming Pool (Indoor)

Commercial Stores

All apartments are:
completely furnished
with a dinette for si <
and student desks
garbage disposal
cable vision

with woll-lowoll carpeting
built with balconies * polios
plus individual healing
and cooling controls
and I n bath

MODEL APT. OPEN at Cherry Hill Village
CALL 352-9378 or 353-9154
mmHUHHimimm

1 DUTCH PANTHY
<M •

league

bottle it sophomore Joe Babies. Jo* hat

MIAMI IS 4-i and has had a week off from football activities
before opening their MAC state I'owever. the Bobcats are
coming off their best game of the season blasting Kentucky 35-6
But, we look for Miami to be 5-0 when they face the Falcons
next week
Now, to pick the league's upset of the week The Western
Michigan Broncos, looking for a tie for the MAC crown, will be
at Toledo
The Rockets now have won 28 games in a row but seem to
have lost their touch. The game will be a close defensive battle
but the Broncos need a win to stay in contention for the MAC
crown Look for the Rocket's first loss of Chuck Ealey's career

N.W. corner of S. Collage and Napoleon Rd.

->£$

lYSnHrSave*aje^p SFT ReBatee ^w**e*jrear

fAMILY RESTAURANT

•

1-75 & E. WOOSTER
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UAO film bureaucracy
By Jack Nachbar

The American democratic process is
often a mixture of bureaucratic
incompetence, political deals, and a
catering to consensus, opinion and taste
The UAO's methods of selecting campus
films and the UAO films themselves are
an almost perfect reflection of these
"American ways" of doing things.
THE UAO FILM BUREAUCRACY is a
15 to 20 member committee of
undergraduates Their only qualification
is membership in the UAO and an
indication of interest in selecting
movies.
Last spring, with typical
American efficiency and confidence,
fifteen committee members grabbed
some film catalogues and selected films,
totaling about 11.000 dollars in film
rentals, for showing this year All of this
was done on a single afternoon
THE POLITICAL DEAL was made
with Warner Brothers' film distributing
agency.
According to Jerry Martin.
UAO Program Director. Warners sells
campuses a package of 38 films. In this
package are both good movies and
outdated junk Asa result, students for a
buck each, this year will see such high
quality features as Kubrick's "2001."
Visconti's "The Damned," and the
wonderfully funny "Start the Revolution
Without Me." But there will also be

Phot* by Rack S«urhwan)
Friends and loveis, pail and gone, and no one waiting further on;
I'm running thort of things to be, and tusnshine meant a lot to me.

-James Taylor

plenty of tasteless stupidities such as
"Sex and the Single Girl, and "Four for
Texas," which we have already suffered
through for a couple of years on TV.

THE DEMOCRATIC METHOD of
choosing movies shines its brightest
when the UAO insists that campus films
should always appeal to the greatest
number of students. As a result of this
philosophy, all the films picked to be
shown this year are popular commercial
products appealing to blue-eyed
American young men looking for
someplace to take their golden haired
dates Saturday nights. Since "popular"
rather than "quality" is the central
criterion for selection, some rather
incredible combinations will be shown.
In February, for instance. "The Wild
Bunch" one of the best westerns of the
60s will appear on the same bill with one
of the worst. "McKenna'sGold."
IN TRUE AMERICAN hard hat
fashion, the film committee is suspicious
of anything unusual or foreign "We're
just trying to present what the campus
wants." committee chairman Eric
Rosen told me, "Right now we don't
think the campus is interested in foreign
films " Martin said that last year's Fine
Film Series, which featured such foreign
classics as Eisenstein's
"Alexander
Nevskey" and Kurosawa's "Throne of
Blood." wasn't renewed this year
because ol poor attendance
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Music
Machine

an interview with Donovan
Ed. note: Donovan had jusl finished
writing the score lor Franco Zefferelh's
new film, "St Francis ol Assisi" when
interviewer Alanna Nash hitched from
Paris to the village ol Kolhenburg-ub
der-Tauber. (iermany. to talk with him.
Donovan was on location there shooting
"The Pied Piper", a movie he slars in.
singing music he wrote lor it 1'ere are
Alanna's
impressions followed
by
excerpts from her interview.
DONOVAN'S CAREER has been an
unusual one. beginning with simple folkoriented ditties some say he copied front
Dylan. They carried him until he grew
musically and tired of them. Then the
clever
producer.
Mickie
Most
responsible for the successes of the
Animals and Herman's Permits --decided
he needed back-up. This resulted in some
of the finest folk-rock of the sixties,
complete with overt references lo the
drug scene, in which Donovan was
heavily involved

AN.: You said you had some ideas about
how it all Ills togelher-the connections
I) Well ll was only in people's minds
that they made categories II was the
wish of (he young people lo just find joy
in music itself, and they don'l wanl
categories between homosexual, lesbian,
normal and pervert-things like that
There's should be no categories in color
or skin, or anything, so its all broken
down Id one Hung one music
AN. Well, I'd like to know il you think
you're music has gotten more complex
or simple
I) The music is only the sound of my
changes, or me. you know, so you're
asking me whether I've gotten more
complex or simple. 1 think 1 am getting
the hang ol it more. I think I'm growing
up and getting hold of it.I think in the
end. music has to be used more in
society It's not entertainment solely.
AN.: You have a book of poems coming
out soon, is that right'' What's you're
story about'.'
D-: It's about me. I don't believe

AN. : After the Beatles in 64. why did
pop rock music become so important to
the youth of today's world?
D. : You observed how beatlemania and
dylanmania joined, and all that, and you
understand the problem The why' of it
is maybe not to be seen until a couple
generations on
If you look at it
simply, it's all nice and healthy now that
we don't have folk music and pop music.
we just have one music. Folk, Pop, and
jazz very soon will be one music back
where it should be.
A.N.. Did you mean to do folk music or
just to do music?
D : I was just doing the music that I
played. There was no intellectualism
about it. Nobody knows. It's not
intellectual for the musician-the
musician's a very simple person, you
know. I mean we make complications for
ourselves, thinking about other things
than music. Music is our business. We
should just play it simple, play the
chords, that's it.

By Ed Ward
Alternative Features Service
IGOR STRAVINSKY left behind him a
recorded legacy of jusl about every
piece, large or small, that he ever
composed interpreted just as he wanted
it interpreted, and I can think of few
composers who could conduct their own
works as well as he could

anybody can write about anyone else. I
don't believe in liction. il doesn't exist
The truth is much stranger It's about
-aboul a period of events that are so
astounding--! think everybody's gol an
astounding past
For people (o say
nothing happens lo them, that it's a
boring life—1 don't understand it.
Somebody was lelling me Ihcy had the
earliest events in their family historv
thai were just so eccentric, and until
they told them they didn't know they
were eccentric They thought mom and
dad were completely ordinary and
everybody else thought they were mad.
D. : Once again, musicians should onlytalk about music, that's all they really
know The real is jusl a theory, so don I
take anything 1 say for gospel. But in
songs you get pretty near it because if
you wrife songs, you've got a little bit of
prophecy, and a little bit of measure,
because you tend to say things before
they come through
the thought
processes. You know you just make
music, and music comes out of your soul.

THEN HE WENT through a bad
period, producing pleasant, simple, but
depthless.
almost
platitudinous
whimsies: "To Susan on the West Coast
Waiting". "Jenniler Juniper", and most
of his'Barabajagal" album
As he sings in his latest Americanreleased album "Open Road" . all that
has changed Gone are the drugs now.
What still remains is his real i.ilem the
ability to join beautiful melodies
together as comfortably as folded
hands

MANY PEOPLE
only knew the
Stravinsky they learned about in music
appreciation • The Rite of Spring."
"Petrouchka." and "Firebird" Those
three works, fine as they are, were only
the beginning of a career that spanned
most of this century. There are a couple
of fine records-one of them brand new(hat will provide the interested listener
with a wide variety of Stravinsky's
music.

fteasavleklfafeta
Angel
I am the death angel, giving gentle touches with hands of bone,
promising a beginning with an end, bringing certainty-Urban

Rock Record Review
By R. Serge Denisoff
Successful lead singer leaves "name"
group due to personal reasons i creativity
or huge ego - use as appropriate! and
records solo album with the help of
friends with all selections written by the
singer The album is not as good i nearly
as good, terrible, atrocious-use as
appropriate! as the previous material
with the "name" group.

When your love hot moved away, you mutt face yourself ond toy
I remember belter day*.

-Graham Noth

APPLICATION OF FORMULA it.
Russ Giguere. former lead singer with
the Association, a "name" rock group,
who left the unit for personal reasons,
has recorded his first solo album.
Hexagram K is not as good as some of
his Association material. This recording
will appeal to those who like this
production rock sort of thing

THERE'S ONE (Columbia CMS 66481
with the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto, the
Four Etudes for Orchestra, the Suites for
Small Orchestra, and several other
small orchestral pieces which go from
his earliest days iThe Four Etudes were
composed for a piano roll company when
he needed bread, and orchestrated later,
when he'd become better known i to the
present iThe Greeting Prelude,
composed for the opening of Lincoln
Center!. The new disc is "Stravinsky
Conducts Music for Chamber and Jazz
Ensembles" (Columbia M 30579). and it
reflects some of the composer's lighter
Mile the dour Tango,
the Ebony
Concerto, written originally for Woody
Herman's big Band, and the ragtime for
11 instruments.
IT ALSO contains the Wind Octet,
which marks the beginning of
Stravinsky's fascination with the music
of the 18th century.
It's very
Stravinskyan. even if it does speak with
Mozart's language

Formula 62
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HERE AT BGSU, at this center of
culture and learning, at this symbol of
America's faith in free rational inquiry,
all of us are shelling out several bucks to
import hockey players from Canada
Even though some of us who believe
seeing foreign films can contribute to
one's education are a minority, don't we
deserve just one Ingmar Bergman movie
along with the Canadian hockey players"
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Music from the soulBy Alanna Naih
Alternative Feature!Service

Besides this. Martin pointed out.
faculty selected the Fine Films and the
film committee doesn't like to feel
they're being pushed around by faculty
members.
In a true democracy, of course, those
in power do their best to please
minorities as well as the majority The
UAO with its policy of all power and
funds to the great majority taste, seems
to have momentarily forgotten this But
they can be reminded Martin said a few
more films for showing this academic
year still have to be selected. Such
pictures as
The Reivers
and
"Fantasia" are a possibility.
In a
democratic country it is rumored that
letters influence legislators.
Both
Martin and Rosen said that letters might
very well influence them too. So. if you
want something different, or better,
write Or. if you see Martin. Rosen or
the other members of the film
committee, make some suggestions Or
call them up

VAN MORRISON and John Sebastian
not withstanding, this formula is most
useful for doing record reviews. It also
indicates the rather tiresome process
most "stars" seem to have to go through
to discover thev reallv aren't all that
good

NOT ALL THE MUSIC on this album is
Great Music, mainly because 1 can't
think of one composer who only
composed Great Music, but it's a fine
introduction to the man who will
doubtlessly be recognized as the greatest
composer of the first half of this century.

Notice to all creative peopleWe need your talentPlease send your prose and photos
to Number 9

c/o Mary Blake.

